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EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR THE GENERALIZED 
BERNOULLI AND EULER POLYNOMIALS

Junesang Choi and Tae Young Seo

1. Introduction

For any complex x we define the functions the equation

zK ■쯔^ 乂

£=0

where \z\ < 2兀・

The functions are called ^-th Bernoulli polynomials and the 

numbers Be(0) are called Bernoulli numbers and denoted by Bq. Thus,

(2)

8 f

尸一1=E&页, 
f=0

where \z\ < 2tv.
z

The generalized Bernoulli polynomials and numbers are defined re

spectively by, for any complex number x and an arbitrary (real or 

complex) parameter a,

a 3C Z OO £

⑶ (j•上)a = £职(-”)3, where 团 <2tt,

a 8 £

7——Z” • = 허 %, where \z\ < 2?r.
(ez — 1)°* 匕一 £ C! 1 1

Note that = 玖 and &저(0) = B^\ Clearly

(4) 时—z) = (T)F")(z)
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for every integer £ > 0, so that

(5) = (-l)£Bja)(0) = (-1)，矽，

The Euler numbers 玖 and the Euler polynomials Ei{x) are defined 

by

1 Qpz J 7F
(6) ―j— = = E E吊 where |c| < «，

cosh e-* +1 J】 c! 2
. r=o

8 /
e ] = £ 玖S)方， where |s| < it. 

£=0 *

2exz

The generalized Eule호 numbers and Euler polynomials

are defined by, for any complex number

(8)

/ 眼Z \ ni oo
(話宥)=£ 玲”訂，where |=| < 亏,

n=0

(9) 2『 ez+l)
8 n

=where \z\ < ?r.
n=o f

Note that [미')(z) = En(x\ 吏舟)= En. Putting x = m/2 in (9), 

we have

勇琴訐(為)”=EG弟 

n=0 ' / n=0 ' *

Equating coefficients of z七 we obtain

(10) 理끼 = 2"統） （扣 .

⑺

m

n

The object of the present note is to prove explicit formulas for the 

generalized Bernoulli and Euler Polynomials by using the generalized
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chain rule of differentiation. If 2： is a function of t and all indicated 

derivatives exist, then the chain rule may be written in the form [8]:

(11)
叫 (z) = 史心(z) 느)七

*

穿財,

where = d11 /dtn. Among its corollaiies aie written the following 

formulas:

(12)
71 + 1

丿+ 1

(13) =

We can also give explicit formulas for Bernoulli and Euler Polynomials, 

and numbers as their corollaries.

Carlitz [1] showed a formula for Bernoulli Polynomials in several 

indeterminates:

(14)

”1+ + 山
=E 

s=0

1 

s + 1

where

+ 幻)海• ••(?«(« + A-t)nf
Q=0 '지丿

and note that △ usually denotes the difference operator defined by (cf. 

[4, pp. 13-15])

In general, we have the following foi'mula ([4, p. 13], Theorem B):

(15) △”(£)= g(-1)T (；) f(x + J) (n > 0).
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Gould [5] showed an interesting formula for the generalized Bernoulli 

numbers by using formulas (12) and (13): For all real 门,

(16) 雎)=$(一"二;)说 5,

from which he derived some interesting explicit representations of the 

Stirling numbers of the first kind in terms of the Stirling numbers of 

the second kind and vice versa.

Recently, Sri vast ava, Lavoie, and Tremblay [9, p. 442, Eqs. (4.4) 

and (4.5)] gave two new classes of addition theorems for the generalized 

Bernoulli polynomials.

More recently, Srivastava and Todorov [10, p. 510, Eq. (3)] proved 

the following explicit formula for the generalized Bernoulli polynomials: 

For an arbitrary (real or complex) parameter a,

X F[k -n,k - a-,2k + 1; + ；)].

where F[a, 6; c; z] denotes the Gaussian hypergeometric function de

fined as in (cf., e.g., [12], Chap. 14). Some interesting special cases 

considered earlier by Todorov [11] may be derived by applying the 

expression (17).

Most recently, Choi [3] proved an explicit formula for the generalized 

Bernoulli polynomials which is expressed as a finite double series of 

Bernoulli polynomials and Stirling numbers:

(18) _

漿 (•이 顼二 3 曾*쓰" g 0 皿 e+

where + 1) are the Stirling numbers of the first kind.

Now we shall show the following explicit fbrniulas for the generalized 

Bernoulli and Euler polynomials: For any positive integers a and m, 

we have
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(19)

房％)
= E；=o(T)J(當)2Z G)(-J)v (n+aj-C)< —k(°^)kn+aj £,

(20)

政M：)

=Z方(T)J(當)2-m*；=o⑺(-丿左它飪(*)炉1.

2. Proof of (19) and (20)

Define 一
1

z

at

and we find from (3) and (12) that

(21)

Let /(t) = e~XJt and g(t)=[(凌—l)/f]aj. Using the binomial 

theorem and the Maclaurin series for we obtain

宀：能=切(-1" (?)戶

(22)

For the last equality of (22) we observe that

(23) kr = 0, 0 <r <aj, 
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being just the aj-th difference of a polynomial of degiee less than aj 

and it is not difficult to justify the formula (23) by letting /(x) = xk 

in (15). Now it is easy to compute the followings:

jE（o）=（—j）W,

（24）广％））=渚誥露

By using Leibniz's rule for differentiation, we have

i=0
(25)

=£( 0)g(D(0)

=鲫）（-"*彥（*弋）炉5.

Combining (21) and (25), we obtain the desired formula (19). In 

particular, letting a = 1 in (19), we get an explicit formula for the 

Bernoulli polynomials:

(26)

Bn(*)=

£；=°(T)J(常) C)E)紿쁘爲 以=。(-1尸(泸+1
Putting g = 0 in (19), we have an explicit formula for the generalized 

Bernoulli numbers: 

(27) 职 = E(-iy (；〔 ；) S느］ 言(7) 5.

Replacing a by 1 in (27), we obtain an explicit formula for Bernoulli 

numbers:

72+1

J+1

??!
S+j)!

(28) Bn =



(n > 0)
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It should be remarked in passing that the explicit formulas for the 

Bernoulli numbers as (28) have attracted attention of some mathemati

cians. Among several explicit formulas for the Bernoulli numbers, the 

double series-representation

n k
(29) % = £由 E(—1)J

fc=O j=0

is fairly well-known (cf. [2, p. 131], [6, p. 236]).

Similarly as in getting the formula (19), we can 시:)tai교 an explicit 

formula for the generalized Euler polynomials (20):

Letting m = 1 in (20), we obtain an explicit formula for the Euler 

polynomials:

From (10) and (30), we get an explicit formula for the generalized 

Euler numbers:

(31)
n

(n + 1

b + i
Putti교g m = 1 in (31), we have an explicit formula for the Euler 

numbers:
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